GATHER.
LEARN.
GROW.

MULTIPLE-USE SPACES | SOCIAL

WELCOME TO THE
NEIGHBORHOOD.

On campuses around the world, educational
spaces are becoming more like everyday
spaces. The boundaries designating where
people learn have blurred, with discussion
and collaboration now happening outside
classrooms as much as they do inside.

With many spaces being used as multi-purpose areas,
knowledge facilitators and students expect furniture
that’s easy to reconfigure and works seamlessly with
technology. In terms of style, there’s a shift toward the
casual, creative atmosphere of cafés and other places
where people come together naturally to form a sense
of community and make students feel at home.

Kimball Learning has incorporated the needs
and expectations of these ever‑evolving
trends into the development of our product
portfolio. You’ll find comfortable, flexible,
collaborative, and technology‑driven solutions
for classrooms, cafés, libraries, offices,
and every learning space in between.

POWER
Access to power is essential for students both
inside the classroom and out. Integrated power
and clean wire management create a seamless
look and experience in the open plan.

Shown: T ask Seating: Helio / Side Seating: Nate & Natty
Lounge Seating: Pairings Nook / Benching: Xsede Height Adjust
Table and Bench: fiXt / Table: KORE
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MULTIPLE-USE SPACES | LIVE-LEARN

YOU LIVE,
YOU LEARN.
Shown: Side Seating: Flip / Lounge Seating and Table: Pairings / Storage: Alterna / Table: Teem and Dock / Ottoman: Joelle

There’s a lot of learning happening outside the
classroom today, making hallways, lounges, and
other gathering places an even more important part
of education. Equipping these spaces with versatile
furnishings gives students and faculty the freedom
to learn where, when, and how they want, without

missing the opportunity to socialize
as well. A mix of furniture makes
the space welcoming for individual,
one‑on‑one, or larger group use.
Built‑in power and connectivity support
a full range of student activities.
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MULTIPLE-USE SPACES | ACTIVITY HUB

GRAB A BOOK. BRING A
FRIEND. STAY A WHILE.

The ideal gathering space is all about options.
Individual study carrels provide space for focused
study, while tables and chairs support students
sharing information or working on group projects.
More casual settings with lounge furniture and

booths welcome groups of various
sizes, purposes, and privacy needs,
which invites students to meet in
small groups, find a quiet nook to
read, or sit for restful contemplation.

SOCIAL AREA

COMMUNAL STUDY AREA

Lounge: Pairings / Ottoman: Joelle

Lounge: Pairings / Ottoman: Joelle / Table: Dock

QUIET READING AREA

SEE AND BE SEEN FOCUS AREAS

Lounge: Villa

Seating and Side Table: Pairings / Ottoman: Joelle / Table: Dock

Shown: T ask Seating: Joya / Lounge Seating and Table: Villa
Side Seating: Pep / Table: KORE / Study Carrel: Xsede
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SUPPORT SOCIAL | CAFÉ

IS THERE ROOM FOR
ONE MORE? ALWAYS.

Learning is no longer confined to the
classroom. Focus and collaboration
can take place anywhere, so many
spaces now serve multiple purposes.
The flexibility of the space and furniture
are critical to the overall experience

of the student. Students are looking for areas that
support creativity and socialization, collaboration
and conversation, and seamless technology access
to enhance the way they learn. This includes places
they can study in private or in groups, relax, meet
their friends, or grab a coffee in between classes.

Shown (left): Side Chair and Bar Stool: Nate & Natty

Shown (right): Side Chair: Poly / Table: Dock

Table: fiXt and KORE
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FLEXIBLE & FOCUSED LEARNING

THERE’S NEVER A
DULL MOMENT.
Shown: W
 ork Desk, Markerboard Cart and Table: KORE / Swivel Chair and Stool: Pep
Wall System: Work|Able / Trainer Cart/Podium: Scenario / Task Chair: Helio / Media Cart: Xsede

Today’s classrooms thrive on collaboration,
transition, and movement. Active learning spaces
are flexible, engaging, and accommodate different
learning styles. The ability to move tables and chairs
appeals to and maximizes the student experience
by allowing for postural changes, movement, and

balance. By integrating mobile instructor
stations, abolishing standard seat
rows, and integrating whiteboards
and technology throughout the space,
we can better promote collaboration,
creative thinking, and communication.
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ACTIVE LEARNING | MAKER SPACES

THIS IS WHERE
“CRAFTING WHAT’S
NEXT” BEGINS.

Builder, inventor, artist, designer, scientist, maker.
No matter the discipline, medium or technology,
being a maker is about learning by creating. In
today’s maker spaces, students need to be able
to come together and explore, inspire curiosity,
engage the mind, and connect to expression.

YOU’LL LEARN YOUR
WAY AROUND HERE.

What does an effective classroom look like? That
all depends on how instructors and students
choose to use it. Flexible furniture makes it easy to
alternate from a traditional setting to small groups,
and peer-to-peer discussions to focus spaces,
supporting a wide range of learning activities.

FOCUS LEARNING

ACTIVE LEARNING

Work Cart, Magnetic Markerboard Cart and Mobile Table: KORE
Task Seating: Joya / Ottoman: Joelle

Storage: Alterna / Media Cart and Markerboard Cart: KORE
Ottoman: Joelle / Lounge Seating: Pairings
Table: Dock / Side Seating: Poly

SOCIAL LEARNING

APPLIED LEARNING

Lounge Seating: Beo / Media Cart: Xsede / Table: Dock
Side Seating: Poly / Wall Panel: Traxx & Tiles

Storage: Alterna / Task Seating: Joya

Shown: Mobile Table, Occasional Table, Bench, Stool, and Bookcase: fiXt / Ottoman: Joelle
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ADMINISTRATION SPACES

FROM OFFICE HOURS TO
AN OFFICE THAT’S OURS.

Administration has become more collaborative,
too. Faculty offices are now much smaller, enriched
with technology, and more inviting. There is also
a new demand for more casual, neutral spaces

across campus where faculty can
interact and share ideas with each
other, instructors, and students.

DESIGNED FOR CHANGE
Task Seating: Joya / Ottoman: Joelle / Desk and Storage: Priority

BREAKING THE TRADITION
Panel System: Narrate / Task Seating: Joya
Storage: Footprint / Lounge Seating: Joelle / Table: Dock

Shown: T ask Seating: Wish and Helio / Benching and Power Beam: Xsede
Conference Table: KORE / Storage: Stow / Lounge Seating: Joelle
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